In relativistic heavy-ion collisions, the system has gone through a series of evolution, almost at every stage of its evolution it leaves behind footprints in flow observable. Those footprints contain valuable information of the bulk property of the (nearly) perfect liquid. By examing footprints of the nearly perfect liquid, we address a few important issues, including the ideal hydrodynamic limit, estimation of η/s, testing the Number of Constituent Quark scaling at low energy, in small system, at large transverse momentum, and in forward region. Future prospect of flow study is discussed.
For the p t integrated v 2 , to quantify the possible discrepancy between data and ideal hydro-24 dynamics, one can either match the data using hydrodynamic models which incorporate viscous 25 corrections [6, 11], or fit the data with formula motivated by transport models [12, 13, 14].
26
Figure 2 shows v 2 /ε scaled by its corresponding limit at which they saturates (hydro limit).
27
The hydro limit is obtained from fitting v 2 /ε with the transported model motivated formula
, where K is the Knudsen number defined by the mean free path λ scaled by 29 the system size R, and K 0 is obtained from transport calculations. This formula has the desired 30 feature of describing the system at two extremes; when K is small, the deviation to the saturation 31 value (hydro limit) is proportional to K, which corresponds to first order correction of viscosity,
32
and when K is large, proportional to 1/K, which corresponds to low density limit. A mass hi-33 erarchy is observed, the heavier the particle, the more saturation is seen. For charged particles,
34
we see that the system is still 30-50% away from ideal hydro dynamics, depending on initial 35 conditions.
36
The Knudsen number obtained from this procedure can be used to calculate η/s. Follow- 
What is the perfection ?

50
The η/s presented in previous section is an effective quantity which includes viscous effects happens at T c and one can infer a minimum of η/s near it. Note that even the system spends 57 a short period of time in hadronic phase it may catch considerable amount of viscous effect.
58
Indeed it is calculated [20] that the η/s for hadronic gas is 0.4-0.5, a few times of the conjectured 59 quantum limit. Nevertheless, if one collects η/s calculations on the market (Fig. 4) , although the 60 result spread in a wide range from 0 to 10 times of the conjectured quantum limit, which reflects in the left panel for comparison). This is the definite proof that partonic collectivity has been 70 reached at RHIC. does not expect the partonic phase to exist when the system is small and/or when the energy of 75 the system is low, thus as a consequence, the NCQ scaling is expected to break down eventually.
76
As a controlled reference, it would be interesting to find out the condition under which the NCQ 77 scaling breaks down. 
84
Besides the partonic degree of freedom, NCQ scaling also implies that particles at interme- The author thank following people for providing inputs/plots for this paper: S. Esumi, P. Fa- 
